Veterinary Prefixes

Across
3. Black  
4. Small  
8. Three  
9. Within, In, Inner  
10. Large  
12. Change, Beyond  
13. Beyond  
18. Outside  
19. Before  
23. Behind, Backward  
26. False  
27. New  
28. Blue  
29. Excessive, Above  
31. Fast  
32. Green  
33. With, Together  
35. Many  

Down
1. White  
2. Bad  
5. Four  
6. Near, Alongside  
7. Five  
11. Less than, Beneath  
14. One, Single  
15. Surrounding  
16. Away From  
17. Below, Deficient  
20. Apart, Away From  
21. Yellow  
22. After, Behind  
24. Red  
25. All  
30. Many, Much  
34. Through